
Fuzzy Matching Exercise 

To get started with Python, we first need to install a Python shell. I won’t go over installation details, but 

I recommend the Jupyter Notebook for beginners because of its friendly UI. After installation, the step-

by-step process for running fuzzy matching is as follows. 

1. Import required libraries:

I import the two essential libraries to complete this task: pandas and thefuzz. The first, pandas, is a 

data analysis library that is one of the most frequently used to read and write Excel tables. It is 

considered the “backbone” of business coding. The second, thefuzz, is the library we will use to 

perform fuzzy matching. Different approaches are suited for different fuzzy matching tasks and this 

library can help with most. I import pandas under the alias pd and two sub-modules from thefuzz, 

process and fuzz respectively. Refer to the detailed documentation (link above) for both libraries for 

more information.

2. Import Excel file in Python:

I use pandas to import the Excel file. I create a variable called vendor_frame and use the read_excel

function containing the Excel file’s path. I then call this variable to visualize my table.

https://jupyter.org/
https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://github.com/seatgeek/thefuzz


 

3. Run fuzzy matching: 

I run fuzzy matching on the data. I accomplish this by using a for loop in Python. For each vendor 

name, I run the LDFM algorithm with each file name. Since the file names are not always in the correct 

order (e.g., TRADER GDWL#), I use token_sort_ratio as the scorer. This approach first sorts the words 

in both strings and then compares them using LDFM. The process.extract function matches each 

vendor to each file name and returns scores sorted in descending order. I then print out each vendor 

name along with its respective fuzzy scores with all file names. 

 

4. Create new table with matched data: 

I create a new Python list called matched_list and append to it a pair for each vendor and their best 

matched file name. I then create a new pandas table called matched_frame from the list and visualize it. 

https://anhaidgroup.github.io/py_stringmatching/v0.4.x/TokenSort.html
https://developers.google.com/edu/python/lists


As seen below, each vendor is now matched with their respective file. It is also possible to now rename 

each file to its vendor’s name, but I will not delve into that code here. 

 

5. Export pandas table as an Excel file: 

Finally, I export the new table as an Excel file. I exclude the index (0 – 9 in the table above) from my 

export. 

 


